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The market continues to grind along in a typical impulse fashion. For those who think this is a b-wave; sorry slim 

change as b-waves don’t behave like this (hitting all the Fib-extensions and retraces to the T) nor do b-waves occur 

when daily charts are set up as they are now: B-wave flame-up and burn down even faster. Here’s why I use all tools 

available to determine the weight of the evidence and not only apply Elliott Wave, which is all about probable counts. 

Using all tools available we can then eliminate counts, one of them is the b-wave count. Also because any possible 

c-wave has now extended beyond what’s technically possible: the 1.382x extension at SPX2172.  

Price is now in micro-5 of minute-iii to ideally SPX2475-2483. The hourly chart shows no negative divergence on the 

RSI5 yet as it did for micro-3 so we should expect price to continue to grind higher until it does. After, we should see 

a 20-30p decline for minute-iv, before minute-v takes price into the ideal SPX2485-2505 zone, by ideally early August. 

Figure 1. SPX 60-min charts. Micro-5 underway, but no neg. div. on RSI5 yet. Expecting SPX2475-2485.  

 

Our ideal wave-tracker table remains up to date, and I see no reason to update it until the market tells me too. 

Table 1: Ideal wave tracker tables for minute-waves. Green cells show micro-3, 4 targets were reached to the T (within 

+/2p). Blue cells show ideal minute-iii price targets depending on length of micro-5. 
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The daily chart shows why this is not a b-wave: all TIs are pointing up, price is riding the upper Bollinger Bands, which 

are expanding (price has strenght), price is above all SMAs etc etc.Now compare this to the b-waves in September 

and June last year (red-circles): entirely different set up. There’s nothing bearish about this chart, it only seems to 

get better for each day that passess. We’ll adjust accodingly when the market tells us too, for now it’s telling us to 

expect higher price.  

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Break out continues. All systems remain on buy. SPX2485 target remains in sight 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) gave the expected buy signal yesterday 

and continued to improve today as breadth (SPXMP) surged to +40 today. Thus, since last week, all my systems are 

on a buy; and we should not overthink his more than: a buy signal is a buy signal. It simple doesn’t get any better 

than this to confirm my upward bias. The only fly in the ointment is that the SPX-AD (Advance/Decline issues) didn’t 

make a higher high today. It is most likely the first indication of a pending minute-iii top.  

Figure 3. SPX-SI daily chart: Buy signal from yesterday confirmed today. SPX-AD now new ATH today 
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In conclusion: Nothing’s changed. Things only get more confirmed for each day that passes. The S&P500 remains 

on track for the preferred Bullish count, with a micro-3 top at SPX2463, micro-4 at SPX2550 and micro-5 underway 

to SPX2475-SPX2483 to complete minute-iii of minor-5 of intermediate-v of major-3 now underway. The charts 

do not favor a possible b-wave scenario. I can’t stress it often enough: using one tool (EWT in this case) in a vacuum 

is a recipe for disaster. Instead, we must use the weight of the evidence approach. It’s no 100% guarantee either, 

but it increases our odds of being right tremendously. With the SPX-SI now also on a confirmed buy, all my systems 

are on buy. Thus, the weight of the evidence continues to favor higher prices going forward. I thus must keep 

signing the same song until the market tells me to change my tune. KISS 😊  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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